LED TICKER DISPLAYS
Teaching Financial Literacy in High Schools

Schools that are embracing the need for financial literacy and personal finance are taking the business classroom to the next level by creating a finance lab. State-of-the-art labs use LED Stock Tickers, LCD screens, and simulation software to turn an ordinary computer lab into the most exciting room in the building.

www.risedisplay.com

866.770.1150
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP

All of our LED Tickers are manufactured in the USA ensuring complete quality control of all components from start to finish.

Our displays meet the rigorous certifications standards for ETL, CE, UL, and FCC.

FLEXIBLE DESIGN

Give your Ticker personality. Bend it along curved surfaces, wrap corners, travel vertically up the wall and extend it to any length to best fit your space.

Our software tools provide you complete control to select the content you want and when it shows.

LEGALLY LICENSED CONTENT

Our financial data is supplied by Thomson Reuters and legally reported to and licensed by the various US exchanges.

To protect our users we have secured the exclusive rights from NASDAQ for U.S. Patents 7,082,398 and 7,778,842 pertaining to the use of company logos in place of text abbreviations.